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Inelastic off‐fault response and three‐dimensional dynamics
of earthquake rupture on a strike‐slip fault
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[1] Large dynamic stress off the fault incurs an inelastic response and energy loss, which
contributes to the fracture energy, limiting the rupture and slip velocity. Using an
explicit finite element method, we model three‐dimensional dynamic ruptures on a vertical
strike‐slip fault in a homogeneous half‐space. The material is subjected to a pressure‐
dependent Drucker‐Prager yield criterion. Initial stresses in the medium increase linearly
with depth. Our simulations show that the inelastic response is confined narrowly to
the fault at depth. There the inelastic strain is induced by large dynamic stresses associated
with the rupture front that overcome the effect of the high confining pressure. The inelastic
zone increases in size as it nears the surface. For material with low cohesion (∼5 MPa)
the inelastic zone broadens dramatically near the surface, forming a “flowerlike” structure.
The near‐surface inelastic strain occurs in both the extensional and the compressional
regimes of the fault, induced by seismic waves ahead of the rupture front under a low
confining pressure. When cohesion is large (∼10 MPa), the inelastic strain is significantly
reduced near the surface and confined mostly to depth. Cohesion, however, affects the
inelastic zone at depth less significantly. The induced shear microcracks show diverse
orientations near the surface, owing to the low confining pressure, but exhibit mostly
horizontal slip at depth. The inferred rupture‐induced anisotropy at depth has the fast wave
direction along the direction of the maximum compressive stress.

Citation: Ma, S., and D. J. Andrews (2010), Inelastic off‐fault response and three‐dimensional dynamics of earthquake rupture
on a strike‐slip fault, J. Geophys. Res., 115, B04304, doi:10.1029/2009JB006382.

1. Introduction

[2] The theory of elasticity lays the foundation for nearly
every aspect of our understanding of seismic wave propa-
gation and earthquake source mechanics [Aki and Richards,
2002]. Its successful application in seismology is attributed
to the fact that most seismic motion is transient and reversible,
for example, motion at a location far from the earthquake
source. However, in the direct vicinity of an earthquake fault
the application of elasticity theory becomes questionable
because the large dynamic stress near the rupture front likely
exceeds the elastic limit of the material, leading to irrecov-
erable deformation off the fault. In this work elastic con-
stants and cohesion do not change as inelastic strain occurs. In
future developments elastic properties and cohesion might be
made functions of inelastic strain, to have a physically based
damage model. For the present our inelastic zone does not
have altered properties; it marks where microcracks and
altered properties are expected to exist in a more complete
model.

[3] In an elastic simulation of dynamic rupture on a fault,
only on‐fault tractions (shear and normal tractions) are
important in determining the rupture initiation, propaga-
tion, and healing, thus affecting seismic radiation. Off‐fault
stresses do not affect the elastic source process. It has been
realized recently, however, that the off‐fault stress changes
(especially the fault‐parallel stress component) in an elastic
simulation are typically much larger, and can be as much
as an order of magnitude larger, than the change in shear
traction on fault [Poliakov et al., 2002; Andrews, 2005; Rice
et al., 2005; Bhat et al., 2007]. Such large off‐fault stress
changes would likely induce an inelastic off‐fault response.
[4] An irrecoverable deformation off the fault is observed

extensively in geologic records. A fault core, centimeters
thick, with extremely fine‐grained ultraclasite is often found
in the fault zone of mature strike‐slip faults. The core is
bordered by a meters‐wide zone of granulated material and,
in turn, by hundreds of meters of fractured rock, where the
fracture density decreases to the background level [e.g.,
Chester et al., 1993; Chester and Chester, 1998].
[5] In seismology a persistent low‐velocity zone near the

fault has long been recognized in fault‐zone trapped wave
studies [e.g., Li et al., 1990, 1998, 2006, 2007; Ben‐Zion et
al., 2003; Peng et al., 2003; Vidale and Li, 2003; Peng and
Ben‐Zion, 2006; Li and Malin, 2008; Cochran et al., 2009].
On the basis of the fault‐zone‐generated trapped wave, the
material in the fault zone is inferred to have elastic wave
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speeds about 50% lower than those in the surrounding
medium, with the width of the low‐velocity zone being from
hundreds of meters to several kilometers. The depth of the
low‐velocity zone is, however, less well constrained
[Cochran et al., 2009]. Geodetically, a fault zone that is
compliant compared to the material in the surrounding
medium has also been observed [e.g., Fialko et al., 2002;
Cochran et al., 2009]. The fault‐zone velocity reduction
could be due to accumulated damage from past seismic
events on the fault.
[6] Many modeling efforts incorporating inelastic off‐

fault responses have been performed to explain such ob-
servations. Yamashita [2000] and Dalguer et al. [2003a,
2003b] considered the dynamic generation of opening
cracks off the fault when a tensile fracture criterion is met.
Ando and Yamashita [2007] modeled generation of meso-
scopic‐scale fault branches from a dynamic rupture on the
main fault.
[7] A model with off‐fault Mohr‐Coulomb yielding was

presented by Andrews [2005]. The inelastic work done by
off‐fault yielding was found to contribute significantly to
the fracture energy, which affects the rupture velocity.
Inelastic strain off the fault for a rupture spreading from a
point with a uniform stress drop on the fault had a thickness
proportional to the propagation distance, and inelastic strain
was on the extensional side of the fault. Thereafter, a large
number of studies have focused on the effect of off‐fault
yielding on rupture dynamics and seismic radiation [Ben‐
Zion and Shi, 2005; Andrews et al., 2007; Duan, 2008a,
2008b; Duan and Day, 2008; Templeton and Rice, 2008;
Viesca et al., 2008; Ma, 2009]. Most of these models, how-
ever, have been done in two dimensions (2‐D) for strike‐
slip faults; that is, the modeling is for a line fault at a constant
depth: a dependence on depth is missing in these models.
[8] Ma [2008] extended the off‐fault yielding model to

a three‐dimensional (3‐D) strike‐slip fault. By using a
pressure‐dependent Drucker and Prager [1952] yield cri-
terion for a cohesionless material in a depth‐dependent stress
environment, Ma demonstrated the significant effect of
depth‐dependent yielding. The Drucker‐Prager yield crite-
rion is similar to the Mohr‐Coulomb yield criterion except
that its yield surface is smoother (see section 3). Because the
confining pressure increases with depth, yielding occurs
more easily near the surface than at depth. The inelastic
strain is confined narrowly to the fault at depth but broadens
dramatically near the surface, forming a “flowerlike” fault
structure. Inelastic strain near the surface occurs in both the
extensional and the compressional regimes. Seismic waves
ahead of the rupture front cause widespread near‐surface
inelastic strain under a low confining pressure. Dalguer et al.
[2003a, 2003b] also identified the flowerlike structure in
their 3‐D simulations generating opening cracks. However,
both the stress condition in the medium and the fracture
criterion for generation of opening cracks are independent
of depth in their model; the flowerlike structure is generated
by the termination of the main rupture at fault boundaries.
[9] The 3‐D off‐fault yielding models provide an impor-

tant theoretical framework for understanding fault‐zone
deformation and the internal structure of the fault zone. The
calculations provide the distribution of inelastic strain near
the surface as well as at depth, which can be related to the
field observations. More importantly, the theoretical models

can provide key insights that can be used to direct future
experiments on fault‐zone monitoring. For example, Ma
[2009] presented a theoretical model on the distribution of
inelastic strain induced by dip‐slip faulting, whereas few
field observations have been done to study the fault‐zone
structure of dipping faults. In this paper we extend the study
by Ma [2008] to the investigation of 3‐D off‐fault yielding
and its interaction with rupture dynamics on a strike‐slip
fault. We examine the effects of cohesion and the orientation
of induced microcracks.
[10] Cohesion significantly limits off‐fault yielding near

the surface. For 5 MPa cohesion (corresponding to soft
rocks) the flowerlike inelastic fault zone is still observed in
our simulations; however, the extent of the inelastic zone
near the surface is much reduced compared to that in the
cohesionless case. For 10 MPa cohesion, the inelastic zone
is confined narrowly to the fault mostly at depth. The small
stress drop near the surface can barely break the rock
cohesion, inducing inelastic strain. The inelastic zone at
depth, however, is much less significantly affected by
cohesion because the cohesion is only a small fraction of
the rock strength at depth.
[11] Off‐fault yielding limits the rupture and slip veloci-

ties on the fault. In addition, the shear microcracks induced
under yielding show a diverse orientation near the surface
under a low confining pressure, while exhibiting only hor-
izontal slip at depth under a high confining pressure. The
inferred opening microcracks at depth show an orientation
along the maximum compressive stress, giving rise to the
fast wave direction also along the maximum compressive
stress. This is consistent with the observation of stress‐
induced anisotropy [e.g., Boness and Zoback, 2004; Cochran
et al., 2006].
[12] In this work inelastic deformation is represented as an

offset, or “inelastic strain,” from the linear elastic stress‐
strain relation. This representation accounts for the inelastic
work done. The yielding occurs in shear only. There is no
inelastic volumetric deformation. The elastic constants
governing subsequent incremental reversible changes do not
change. Inelastic deformation does not change the elastic
wave velocities, which is appropriate if no void volume is
created. A future refinement of themodel would be to account
for dilatancy (void creation) accompanying inelastic shear
deformation and to let elastic constants depend on the void
volume. Such a conceptual model is different from the
damage rheology model of Lyakhovsky and Ben‐Zion
[2008], in which inelastic deformation is represented as
change in elastic constants.
[13] These calculations are for a uniform medium.

Although this model does not account for change of elastic
constants in a single event, the cumulative change from past
events could be represented as a nonuniform initial material.
This work may be regarded as the first step in a well‐
founded physically based understanding of inelastic off‐
fault response.

2. Fault Geometry and Depth‐Dependent Stresses

[14] We consider a vertical right‐lateral strike‐slip fault in
a homogeneous half‐space (Figure 1). The material prop-
erties are a = 6000 m/s, b = 3464 m/s, and r = 2670 kg/m3,
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where a, b, and r are P wave velocity, S wave velocity, and
density, respectively. The fault breaks the free surface and
extends to a 15 km depth. In simulations the fault length is
assumed to be sufficiently long that the simulated ruptures
never reach the fault edge along the strike.
[15] The initial stresses in the medium are assumed to be

depth dependent. We prescribe the three normal stresses as
the lithostatic stress minus the hydrostatic pore pressure,
assuming that the water level is at the free surface; that is,
sxx = syy = szz = −(r − rw)gz = −(16.37 MPa/km)z, where
rw is the density of water and g is the gravitational accel-
eration. The coordinate system is shown in Figure 1, where
the x axis is perpendicular to the fault, the y axis is parallel
to the fault, and the z axis is vertical. The sign of stresses
follows the convention of continuum mechanics (i.e., ten-
sion is positive). Shear stresses in the medium are assumed
to be sxy = 0.4sxx = −(6.55 MPa/km)z and sxz = syz = 0.
Such a stress state is in equilibrium and implies that the
maximum compressive stress s1 is at 45° with respect to the
fault.
[16] In our dynamic rupture simulations we employ a

simple slip‐weakening friction law [Ida, 1972; Palmer and
Rice, 1973], where the frictional coefficient m decreases
linearly as a function of slip from the static frictional coef-
ficient ms to the dynamic frictional coefficient md over a
critical slip‐weakening distance Dc (Figure 2). The finite
breakdown zone in this friction law is used to avoid the
stress singularity associated with the crack tip to make a
well‐resolved numerical solution possible [Andrews, 1976].
For simplicity we assume ms = 0.6, md = 0.3, and Dc = 0.4 m
on the fault. The static and dynamic frictional strength
and dynamic stress drop increase linearly with depth, when
the normal stress change on the fault is ignored (Figure 3).
The S parameter, characterizing the on‐fault stress state
[Andrews, 1976], is S = (ms − m0)/ (m0 − ms) = 2.0, where m0,
the ratio of initial shear stress to normal stress on the fault, is
equal to 0.4. We taper the dynamic friction coefficient lin-
early from 0.3 to 0.6 at a 12–15 km depth, to reduce the
dynamic stress drop gradually, avoiding an abrupt cessation
of rupture at depth. We also use the same taper at a 0–3 km

depth so that the rupture does not break the surface strongly,
because slip near the surface is generally considered to be
absorbing rather than releasing energy. Note that both tapers
have a quadratic shape in terms of dynamic frictional
strength (Figure 2).

3. Yield Criterion and Finite Element Modeling

[17] The Drucker and Prager [1952] yield criterion is
widely used in rock and soil mechanics to describe material
failure. As in the Mohr‐Coulomb yield criterion, the yield

Figure 1. Schematic of the fault geometry and the coordi-
nate system used in this study. A vertical right‐lateral
strike‐slip fault breaks the surface. The star denotes the hypo-
center. In our simulations the direction of the maximum com-
pressive stress is 45° from the fault.

Figure 2. The slip‐weakening friction law.

Figure 3. Depth dependence of the initial shear stress (solid
black line), normal stress (solid shaded line), static frictional
strength (dashed line), and dynamic frictional strength (dotted
line) on the fault.We increase the dynamic friction coefficient
linearly from 0.3 to 0.6 at depths of 0–3 and 12–15 km such
that the dynamic frictional strength approaches the static fric-
tional strength smoothly, which is to avoid abrupt breaking of
the free surface by rupture and sudden stopping of rupture at
depth.
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stress depends on the mean normal stress. The Drucker‐
Prager yield criterion is given as follows:

�v ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
0:5sijsij

p
;

� y
v ¼ �ð�kk=3Þ sin�þ c cos�;
�v � � y

v ;

ð1Þ

where sij is the deviatoric stress, tv is the square root of the
second invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor (0.5sijsij) and
is regarded as a measure of the shear stress in the 3‐D stress
state, c is the cohesion, ’ is the internal frictional angle, tv

y is
the yield stress, and the summation over repeated indices is
assumed. In the principal stress space the Drucker‐Prager
yield surface has the shape of a cone (Figure 4), representing
the pressure dependence of yielding.
[18] We use a versatile finite element code, MAFE, that is

being used in the Southern California Earthquake Center
Dynamic Earthquake‐Rupture Code Verification Exercise
[Harris et al., 2009] and has been used in simulations of
dynamic rupture [Ma et al., 2008a; Ma, 2008] and seismic
wave propagation in the presence of a nontrivial surface
topography and heterogeneous velocity structure [Ma et al.,
2007, 2008b]. The code uses eight‐node hexahedral elements
with a one‐point integration and hourglass control schemes to
suppress the instability associated with the reduced integra-
tion. The one‐point integration scheme combines the flexi-
bility of the finite element method with the efficiency of
the finite difference method and is very efficient in handling
material nonlinearities, such as the Drucker‐Prager yield
criterion used in this paper. The finite element scheme is
described in detail in the Appendicxes ofMa and Liu [2006].
We show the implementation of the Drucker‐Prager yield

criterion in Appendix A, which is a straightforward exten-
sion of the scheme of Andrews [2005] in 2‐D.
[19] In the simulations we allow the material to yield

whenever the yield criterion is met. We define a scalar
quantity h to evaluate the accumulated inelastic strain due to
yielding, which is given by

�ðtÞ ¼
Z t

0
d�;

d� ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
0:5ðd"pij � d"pkk=3Þðd"pij � d"pkk=3Þ

q ð2Þ

where d"ij
p is the inelastic strain increment at one time step.

The quantity h is identical to the scalar magnitude of in-

elastic strain, "p =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
0:5ð"pij � "

p
kk=3Þð"pij � "

p
kk=3Þ

q
if inelastic

strain components have constant ratios as they change with
time, which is not the case in these calculations near the Earth’s
surface. The quantity h is a better measure of the inelastic
deformation due to yielding because it cannot decrease with
time. The quantity "p can decrease with time near the surface.
In our implementation we assume no irrecoverable volumetric
strain (see Appendix A), so d"kk

p = 0 in equation (2).
[20] We use three rock cohesion values (0, 5, and

10 MPa), spanning the range from soil to weak rock, to
examine the effect of cohesion on off‐fault yielding. We
also carry out an elastic simulation that corresponds to infinite
rock cohesion. For simplicity, the cohesion is assumed to be
homogeneous in the medium. We assume tan’ = 0.75, which
is larger than the static frictional coefficient (0.6), so that the
fault represents a plane of weakness.
[21] The computation domain is 50 km (perpendicular to

strike) × 60 km (along strike) × 25 km (along depth). We
discretize it with a uniform mesh of 50 m eight‐node cubic
elements, resulting in 600 million elements. The element
size is small enough to resolve the dynamic rupture on the
fault in our calculation. An absorbing boundary condition
[Lysmer and Kuhlemeyer, 1969] is applied on all the
boundaries except the free surface, to minimize spurious
wave reflections. The time step is 0.008 s. We calculate the
rupture and wave propagation for 6 s. The calculation
parameters are summarized in Table 1.

4. Results

4.1. Results for Cohesionless Material

[22] For cohesionless material (c = 0) the yield stress
depends on the confining pressure only (see equation (1)).

Figure 4. Yield surface of the Drucker‐Prager yield crite-
rion. The yield surface shrinks as the mean normal stress
decreases, representing pressure‐dependent yielding, simi-
lar to the Mohr‐Coulomb yield surface. In the cross section
perpendicular to the space diagonal the Druker‐Prager yield
surface is a circle, while the Mohr‐Coulomb yield surface
is an irregular hexagon. The smoothness of the Drucker‐
Prager yield surface allows easy numerical implementations.

Table 1. Calculation Parameters

Parameter Value

Density r = 2670 kg/m3

P wave velocity a = 6000 m/s
S wave velocity b = 3464 m/s
Static frictional coefficient ms = 0.6
Dynamic frictional coefficient md = 0.3
Slip‐weakening distance Dc = 0.4 m
S parameter 2.0
Cohesion c = 0, 5, and 10 MPa and ∞
Internal friction tan’ = 0.75
Element size 50 m
Time step 0.008 s
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At the free surface the yield stress will be exactly zero be-
cause of the zero confining pressure. This predicts that any
small perturbation of the stress field would cause material
yielding, which is clearly an end‐member case. We use this
end‐member case, however, to illustrate the clear depth
dependence of off‐fault yielding. We show later that the
results are largely applicable to more general cases and
provide interpretation of some of the observations.
[23] We nucleate the rupture by forcing it to propagate

from the hypocenter (7.5 km deep) at 2000 m/s. The friction
decreases from the initial shear stress to the dynamic fric-
tional stress over 10 time steps. After about 2 s the shear
stress ahead of the rupture front reaches the static friction,
and the rupture starts to propagate spontaneously at a higher
velocity. In this way, the rupture nucleation is smooth in
both time and space such that nucleation has a minimal
effect on the results [e.g., Andrews, 1976; Day, 1982].
[24] Rupture snapshots on the fault are shown in Figure 5.

The slip velocity is larger at depth than near the surface

because the dynamic stress drop increases with depth
(Figure 3). The smooth increase in dynamic friction in the
upper 3 km allows the rupture to break the surface rather
gently. The inelastic strain starts to accumulate as early as
1.2 s on a parallel plane 25 m off the fault on the extensional
side of the fault, while there is no inelastic strain on the
compressional side. The asymmetry of inelastic strain across
the fault induces the normal stress change on the fault.
However, when the rupture propagates near the surface, we
see inelastic strain in the compressional region of the fault as
well, which is limited to very shallow depths.
[25] The generation of inelastic strain due to material

yielding has a significant effect on rupture propagation.
Figure 6 compares rupture times between the inelastic case
and the elastic case. Early triggering of rupture near the
surface is due to the very small fault strength at a shallow
depth. This early rupture is not supershear; it is propagating
downward at sub‐Rayleigh speed, and because of the small
stress drop, it has a negligible effect on the overall motion.

Figure 5. Snapshots of slip velocity, shear stress change, and normal stress change are mapped on the
fault for the cohesionless material (c = 0 MPa). The accumulated inelastic strain on a 25 m parallel
plane off the fault is also mapped. Note that the inelastic strain is on the logarithmic scale in this figure
and subsequent color map figures. As the dynamic stress drop increases with depth, the slip velocity
increases with depth. The rupture breaks the surface and stops at depth smoothly. The inelastic strain
occurs only in the extensional regime of the fault at depth. The asymmetry in the inelastic strain distri-
bution across the fault induces normal stress variation on the fault. When the rupture propagates near the
surface, the inelastic strain develops in the compressional regime of the fault as well.
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Similar to the results in 2‐D [e.g., Andrews, 2005;
Templeton and Rice, 2008], the off‐fault yielding increases
the fracture energy and slows down rupture propagation.
We compare the snapshots of slip velocity along a slice at
the hypocentral depth between the inelastic and the elastic
simulations in Figure 7. Both the rupture and the slip veloc-
ities are reduced by the off‐fault yielding, which could
strongly affect the seismic radiation.
[26] The distribution of accumulated inelastic strain at 6 s

at different depths is shown in Figure 8a. At depth the
inelastic strain occurs in the extensional regime only and
the width of the inelastic zone increases with the rupture
propagation distance, similar to the distribution found in
2‐D [e.g., Andrews, 2005]. The width of the inelastic zone
increases as it nears the surface, owing to the decreasing
normal stress. At a 0.525 km depth we start to see inelastic
strain in the compressional regime of the fault, and the extent
of the inelastic zone broadens dramatically as it approaches
the surface. At a 25 m depth the inelastic strain is distributed
over an area of nearly 2000 km2.
[27] Despite its narrowness, the amplitude of the inelastic

strain at depth is, in general, higher than near the surface
(see also Figure 5), because of the larger stress drop at
depth. The depth dependence of the inelastic strain distri-
bution is more clearly illustrated in Figure 8b. The inelastic
zone is confined narrowly to the fault at depth. Its width at
the hypocentral depth is roughly 350 m (approximately
seven elements wide) when the rupture propagation distance
is about 15 km. However, the inelastic zone widens sig-
nificantly as it nears the surface, forming a “flowerlike”
structure. We define the cross section at y = 0 (antiplane
direction) as the symmetry plane. At 25 m off the symmetry
plane the inelastic strain is nearly symmetric across the fault,

indicating a symmetric inelastic strain distribution in the
antiplane direction. As the distance to the symmetry plane
increases, the inelastic strain is mostly distributed on the
extensional side, and the inelastic strain on the compres-
sional side of the fault is confined to very shallow depths. At
distances beyond the arrival of the rupture front (last five
graphs in Figure 8b), the inelastic strain is clearly induced
by seismic waves ahead of the rupture front. Inelastic strain
induced by seismic waves, rather than the rupture front,
occurs at a shallow depth under a low confining pressure on

Figure 6. Comparison of the rupture time contours for elastic and inelastic (c = 0 MPa) simulations.
The rupture time is the time when the slip velocity amplitude exceeds 10−3 m/s on the fault. The rupture
velocity is reduced by the off‐fault yielding. The early slip near the surface is due to the very small fault
strength near the surface, not the supershear rupture.

Figure 7. Plot of snapshots of slip velocity on the fault at
the hypocentral depth for both elastic and inelastic (c =
0 MPa) simulations. Both the rupture and the slip velocities
are reduced by the off‐fault yielding.
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both the extensional and the compressional sides of the
fault.
[28] Time histories at three representative sites at a 25 m

depth show why and when the inelastic strain is induced
near the surface (Figure 9). At this depth, equation (1)

predicts that the yield stress is only 0.25 MPa. All three
sites are 2 km off the fault (Figure 8a). Site 1 is 25 m off the
symmetry plane, where we expect almost no change in the
confining pressure and only SH waves. The inelastic strain
is clearly induced by the arrival of SH waves. At sites 2 and

Figure 8
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3, 8 km along the strike, where the confining pressure is
changed by the seismic waves radiated from the fault, again
we see the occurrence of inelastic strain coinciding with the
arrival of seismic waves. Larger stress changes occur later,

around 5 s, in a Rayleigh wave propagating on the fault that
was generated at the rupture front at deeper depths. A Ray-
leigh wave on the surface is less significant, as evidenced by
the stress components sxz and syz being smaller than sxy.

Figure 9. Time histories of deviatoric stresses, shear stress (tv), yield stress (tv
y), and accumulated in-

elastic strain (h), at three sites (location shown in Figure 8) at 25 m depth are plotted. Dashed lines
mark the initiation of inelastic strain. Owing to the Maxwellian viscoplasticity scheme we use, the shear
stress tv goes back smoothly to the yield surface once the yield criterion is violated, therefore the shear
stress tv sometimes exceeds the yield stress tv

y. The inelastic strain is induced by the arrival of seismic
waves under the low confining pressure. See text for details. Site 1 is close to the symmetry plane where
there is almost no change in the confining pressure. The accumulated inelastic strain at site 2 (com-
pressional regime) is smaller and more delayed than at site 3 (extensional regime).

Figure 8. Distribution of the accumulated inelastic strain for c = 0 MPa at 6 s at (a) different depths and (b) cross sections
perpendicular to the fault. We define the cross section that passes the hypocenter as the symmetry plane. The depth of or the
distance of each cross section from the symmetry pane is shown. The inelastic zone has a triangular distribution at depth,
similar to the distribution in two dimensions. As the depth decreases, the inelastic zone broadens. The inelastic strain occurs
in both the extensional and the compression regime of the fault near the surface. In cross sections the inelastic strain shows a
“flowerlike” distribution. The near‐surface inelastic strain is induced by strong seismic waves ahead of the rupture front,
which is evident in the last five cross sections shown here. In each depth slice we also show the beach ball of the inelastic
strain tensor for a point in the extensional regime of the fault (25 m off the fault and 8.025 km to the hypocenter along
strike) when the maximum inelastic shear strain is larger than 10−4. The orientation of induced shear microcracks can be
obtained by rotating about 15° from the nodal planes of the beach balls such that the compressional quadrants shrink about
30° and the dilatational quadrants expand about 30°. The induced shear microcracks at depth have only the “strike‐slip”
mechanism due to the high confining pressure, indicating mostly horizontal slip on the induced shear microcracks at depth.
There the maximum compressive inelastic strain is along the direction of the maximum compressive stress (see Figure 1),
which gives rise to the inferred opening microcracks along the same direction.
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[29] The occurrence of inelastic strain is distinctly dif-
ferent at a deeper depth (Figure 10). Sites 4 and 5 (25 m off
the fault) are 3.025 km deep. Because of the larger yield
stress due to the higher confining pressure, no inelastic
strain is induced by the seismic waves ahead of the rupture

front. At site 5 (the extensional regime) the inelastic strain is
induced only after the arrival of the rupture front that reduces
the confining pressure, while the rupture front increases the
confining pressure at site 4 (the compressional regime),
resulting in no inelastic strain.

Figure 10. Similar to Figure 9 except for the two sites (location shown in Figure 8) at 3.025 km depth.
Both sites are 25 m off the fault. We also plot the shear stress and slip velocity time histories at the nearest
point on the fault. The dashed line marks the initiation of inelastic strain or slip on the fault. Owing to the
higher confining pressure, the inelastic strain is induced by the rupture front at site 5 (extensional regime)
only. There is no induced inelastic strain at site 4 (compressional regime).
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4.2. Effects of Cohesion

[30] Cohesion has a significant effect on the occurrence
of inelastic strain. Figure 11 shows snapshots of the accu-
mulated inelastic strain on a plane 25 m off the fault for
the three cohesions (0, 5, and 10 MPa). The occurrence of
inelastic strain is strongly delayed as cohesion increases.
Cohesion also limits the near‐surface inelastic strain sig-
nificantly. The near‐surface stress drop is small. Dynamic
stress must overcome cohesion before yielding occurs. The
near‐surface inelastic strain in the compressional regime
of the fault decreases to nearly zero when the cohesion
increases to 10 MPa. The amplitude of inelastic strain at
depth, however, is not affected much by cohesion.
[31] For the 5 MPa cohesion (Figure 12) the inelastic

strain distribution is similar to that of the cohesionless
material, although the spatial extent is much smaller near the
surface. The flowerlike inelastic zone can be clearly seen.
Inelastic strain occurs on both the extensional and the
compressional sides of the fault. Strong seismic waves
ahead of the rupture front are still responsible for inducing
the near‐surface inelastic strain. The inelastic‐zone width at
depth, however, is only slightly smaller than in the cohe-
sionless case (Figure 8). This is because the cohesion is only

a small fraction of the rock strength at depth and the larger
contribution to the rock strength comes from the high con-
fining pressure.
[32] The spatial extent of the inelastic zone near the sur-

face is greatly reduced when cohesion increases to 10 MPa
(Figure 13). Although the flowerlike inelastic zone can still
be seen, most of the inelastic strain is narrowly confined to
the fault at depth. The dynamic stress generated by the small
stress drop near the surface can barely break the cohesion to
induce yielding. The amplitude and width of the inelastic
zone at depth are nearly the same as in the cohesionless and
5 MPa cohesion cases after considering the delay of the
occurrence of inelastic strain by cohesion. As the cohesion
keeps increasing, the inelastic strain will be more confined
to depths because of the larger stress drop at depths (not
shown). When the cohesion is infinite the material behaves
elastically and there is no inelastic strain.

4.3. Orientation of Induced Microcracks

[33] Inelastic deformation under yielding implies fric-
tional sliding on induced small shear microcracks. The
orientation of the induced shear microcracks is about 15°
from the direction of maximum inelastic shear strain. To

Figure 11. Snapshots of the accumulated inelastic strain on a parallel plane 25 off the fault are mapped
for the three cohesions. The accumulated inelastic strain for the zero cohesion (Figure 5) is repeated here
for easy comparison. As cohesion increases, the occurrence of inelastic strain is more delayed. The
cohesion significantly limits the near‐surface inelastic strain. The amplitude of inelastic strain at depth is
not much affected by cohesion.
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obtain the direction of maximum inelastic shear strain, we
rotate the inelastic strain tensor "ij

P in three principal direc-
tions. The maximum inelastic shear strain is in the plane
perpendicular to the intermediate principal inelastic strain "2

P

and at 45° with respect to the maximum (or minimum)
principal inelastic strain "1

P (or "3
P), which gives rise to two

conjugate orientations.
[34] Because we do not allow inelastic volumetric defor-

mation in the simulations ("kk
P = 0), the inelastic strain tensor

"ij
P is analogous to the seismic moment tensor mij involving
no volumetric change (mkk = 0). A good way to show the
orientation of maximum inelastic shear strains is therefore
to use beach balls to plot the inelastic strain tensor "ij

P. The
nodal planes of the beach balls will coincide with the
directions of maximum inelastic shear strains. The orienta-
tion of induced shear microcracks can be obtained by rota-
tion such that the compressional quadrants of the beach balls

Figure 12. Similar to Figure 8 except for c = 5 MPa. Note that the off‐fault distance scale is different
from that in Figure 8. The inelastic zone is significantly reduced near the surface compared to the
cohesionless case. However, the flowerlike structure can be still seen. Inelastic strain occurs in both the
extensional and the compressional regimes of the fault. The inelastic zone at depth is not much affected
by cohesion, however. The inelastic zone width is about 300 m at depth at 6 s.
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shrink about 30°, and the dilatational quadrants expand
about 30°.
[35] In Figures 8, 12, and 13 we show beach balls of in-

elastic strain tensors at 6 s for points that are 25 m off the
fault and 8.025 km from the hypocenter along the strike in
the extensional regime at different depths. Only inelastic

strain tensors with maximum inelastic shear strain larger
than 10−4 are shown. Inelastic strain tensors have a “strike‐
slip” mechanism at depth, similar to the mechanism of the
main rupture on the fault, but rotated between 20° and 30°
from the main fault plane, indicating that the induced shear
microcracks have mostly horizontal slip. The direction of

Figure 13. Similar to Figure 8 except for c = 10 MPa. Note that the off‐fault distance scale is different
from that in Figures 8 and 12. The inelastic zone is further reduced near the surface. The disappearance of
inelastic strain at 1.025 m depth is due to the competing effects of the stress drop, cohesion, and confining
pressure at this depth. Most inelastic strain is confined narrowly to the fault in the extensional regime at
depth. The amplitude and width of the accumulated inelastic strain at depth are similar to those shown in
Figures 8 and 12.
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the maximum compressive inelastic strain at depth is about
45° from the fault, which is the same direction as the
maximum compressive stress (see Figure 1). This indicates
that opening cracks, if generated, will be along the direction
of the maximum compressive stress, and cracks will open in
the direction of the minimum compressive stress, which will
give rise to the fast wave direction along the maximum
compressive stress. This is consistent with the observation

of stress‐induced anisotropy [e.g., Boness and Zoback,
2004; Cochran et al., 2006].
[36] Figure 14 shows the orientation of inelastic strain

tensors for three cohesions at a 25 m depth. The inelastic
strain tensors exhibit “diverse strike‐slip,” “reverse,” and
“normal” mechanisms, which denote the diverse orienta-
tions of the induced shear microcracks. The variation in
space shown in the snapshot in Figure 14 arises from vari-

Figure 14. Inelastic strain tensors at 25 m depth (at 6s) are illustrated by beach balls every 1 km for the
three cohesions. Only inelastic strain tensors with maximum inelastic shear strain larger than 10−4 are
shown. The orientations of induced microcracks can be obtained by rotation such that the compressional
quadrants of the beach balls shrink about 30°, and the dilatational quadrants expand about 30°. A diverse
mechanism of “strike‐slip,” “reverse,” and “normal” is induced by the shear rupture on the fault, which
can be attributed to the low confining pressure at this shallow depth. The diverse mechanism indicates a
diverse orientation of induced shear microcracks.
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ation in time. The variation in time is due to Rayleigh waves
on the fault, shown in Figure 9, interacting with the small
confining pressure near the surface.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

[37] Material cohesion significantly controls the extent of
off‐fault yielding near the surface. In our simulations we
assume that the cohesion is homogeneous in the medium.
Rock cohesion, however, is highly heterogeneous, particu-
larly near the surface. The constant values of cohesion we
used sample the behavior of different near‐surface materials.
Results at greater depths are nearly independent of cohesion.
Ma [2008] attributed the widespread near‐surface material
yielding caused by strong seismic waves for cohesionless
material as a physical mechanism for the inelastic material
response as observed in the widespread near‐surface velocity
reductions induced by earthquakes [e.g., Poupinet et al.,
1984; Rubinstein and Beroza, 2004; Schaff and Beroza,
2004; Rubinstein et al., 2007]. Although the cohesion for
some near‐surface materials can be very large, yielding of
widespread low‐cohesion materials at shallow depths under a
low confining pressure can still occur. Our results also
suggest that the inelastic strain induced by seismic waves
can occur at depth, where the effective mean stress is low
(high pore fluid pressure), which might relate to the dynamic
triggering of earthquakes [e.g., Gomberg and Johnson,
2005].
[38] We have used a scalar measure of accumulated

inelastic strain as an indicator of possible material velocity
reductions. Our simulations have no irrecoverable volu-
metric deformation and no modulus change in the material.
More realistic inelastic models, incorporating dilatancy, are
needed to quantify the velocity reduction physically.
[39] Our 3‐D dynamic rupture simulations with off‐fault

yielding show that it interacts with rupture dynamics sig-
nificantly in its role of limiting rupture and slip velocities on
the fault. By using a pressure‐dependent Drucker‐Prager
yield criterion in a depth‐dependent stress environment, we
show the significant depth dependence of off‐fault yielding
for a vertical strike‐slip fault. Because the confining pres-
sure increases with depth, yielding occurs more easily near
the surface than at depth. For low‐cohesion materials (c ≈
5 MPa) the inelastic zone is confined narrowly to the
extensional side of the fault at depth but broadens dramat-
ically as it nears the surface, forming a “flowerlike” struc-
ture. Near the surface the inelastic strain occurs on both the
extensional and the compressional sides of the fault, induced
by seismic waves ahead of the rupture front under a low
confining pressure. For material with large cohesion
(∼10 MPa) the inelastic zone is significantly reduced near the
surface and mostly confined to depth in the extensional
regime of the fault. However, at depths where cohesion is
a small fraction of the rock strength compared to the
contribution from the high confining pressure, cohesion
has an insignificant effect on the inelastic strain.

Appendix A: Finite Element Implementation of the
Drucker‐Prager Yield Criterion

[40] For the eight‐node hexahedral element the velocity
components are defined at the element nodes. The stress

tensor sij, strain tensor "ij, inelastic strain tensor "ij
p, and

scalar measure of accumulated inelastic strain h are all de-
fined at the element center.
[41] In the simulation the stress tensor sij

n, the strain rate
tensor _"ij

n+1/2, the inelastic strain tensor "ij
p,n, and the quantity

hn (where n denotes the time step number) are known. The
stress is updated from time step n to time step n + 1 as
follows.
[42] The stress tensor is decomposed into mean stress,

�n
m ¼ �n

kk=3; ðA1Þ

and deviatoric stress,

snij ¼ �n
ij � �nm: ðA2Þ

In the implementation of yielding, we assume no inelastic
volumetric deformation. Thus the mean stress is updated
elastically:

�nþ1
m ¼ �n

m þ � _"
nþ1=2
kk �t ðA3Þ

where � is the bulk modulus and Dt is the time step.
[43] The deviatoric stress is tentatively updated elastically:

s*nþ1
ij ¼ snij þ 2� _"

nþ1=2
ij � _"

nþ1=2
kk =3

� �
�t ðA4Þ

where the asterisk indicates a tentative value and m is the
shear modulus. Using the Drucker‐Prager yield criterion, the
stress,

�*nþ1
v ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
0:5s*nþ1

ij s*nþ1
ij

q
; ðA5Þ

is compared to the yield stress,

� y;nþ1
v ¼ ��nþ1

m sin’þ c cos’: ðA6Þ

If tv
*n+1 < tv

y,n+1, the material responds elastically, and the
tentative value is accepted; that is, sij

n+1 = sij
*n+1. Otherwise,

the material yields. We use a Maxwellian viscoplasticity
scheme [Andrews, 2005] to reduce each deviatoric stress
component such that the stress state returns smoothly to the
yield surface temporally. We choose the viscoplastic relax-
ation time TV to be the time for the S wave to travel one
element size, and the adjusted stress deviators are given as

snþ1
ij ¼ s*nþ1

ij �y;nþ1
v =�*nþ1

v þ ð1� �y;nþ1
v =�*nþ1

v Þ expð��t=TV Þ
� �

:

ðA7Þ

Note that equation (A7) corrects an error in the paper by
Andrews [2005], as also noted by Duan and Day [2008].
[44] The increment of inelastic strain is

d"pij ¼ ðs*nþ1
ij � snþ1

ij Þ=�: ðA8Þ

Thus the accumulated inelastic strain in the element is up-
dated by

�nþ1 ¼ �n þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
0:5ðd"pij � d"pkk=3Þðd"pij � d"pkk=3Þ

q
ðA9Þ
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and the inelastic strain tensor is updated by

"p;nþ1
ij ¼ "p;nij þ d"pij: ðA10Þ

With the updated mean stress and deviatoric stress, the stress
tensor is finally updated by

�nþ1
ij ¼ �n

ij þ snþ1
ij : ðA11Þ
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